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ABSTRACT
Mathematical Writing in the Elementary Classroom
Dana D. McCauley
In this study, fourth and fifth grade students at River View Elementary participated in
mathematics activities requiring written and oral dialogue. These dialogues were
analyzed to determine how their mathematical understandings were reflected in their
written and oral discussions. An examination of pre and post mathematical writing
occurred to determine the effect the dialogue had on students’ mathematical writing.
Students were given a mathematics problem to solve. After reading the mathematics
problem, each student wrote questions they had regarding the problem as well as a
request for additional information that they felt was needed to solve the problem.
Students exchanged their writing with a classmate and responded to their questions
and/or requests. After several repetitions of this sequence, each pair of students dialogued
with another pair of students and discussed remaining questions and concerns regarding
the problem. Students independently solved the story problem and justified their answer
in writing. A class discussion was held and answers and justifications shared. This
process resulted in significant gains in students’ ability to complete Brief Constructed
Responses items modeled after the Maryland School Assessment. In addition, students’
beliefs about mathematics evolved from math as simply computing and a silent activity to
math involving strategies and being a sensible activity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Turning the Corner
It was a simple word problem. I was certain that my fourth and fifth grade
students had solved many like it before; and, therefore, I was not
expecting anything out of the ordinary. After reading the problem, I turned
to the class and asked, “Okay, how do you think we should solve this
problem?” As I looked out I saw the usual show of hands and the effort
many were making to avoid eye contact with me. Jimmy, a rather active
and verbal student, began waving his arm and making his usual “Oh, I
know, I know” sounds. I read the problem once more and turned to Jimmy,
“Alright Jimmy, how should we solve the problem?” Confidently he stated,
“Add.” “What are we going to add?” I asked. “Just add the numbers,” he
shot back. “Why?” I replied. “Okay then subtract,” he sighed, seeming
disappointed. “I didn’t say you were wrong to add, I just want to know
why,” I defended. “Call on someone else,” he requested. “Oh my golly, he
really can’t tell me why he thinks we should add,” I thought. I looked out
over the class again and 25 pairs of eyes seemed to glare back at me. In
that moment I realized that none of them would be able or willing to give
me a good reason. I knew then that I had been leading my students down
the wrong road…but I was about to turn the corner. This exchange with
Jimmy became an “ah, ha!” moment that will stick with me forever
(September, 2003).
At the beginning of the 2003-2004 school year I had a goal for my mathematics
class. By June, students would have a deep understanding of mathematics and an ability
to engage in mathematical dialogue. During the previous year, I taught grade five
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mathematics for the first time and did not feel my students understood the content. They
struggled to explain their reasoning and did not see the connections between mathematics
concepts. At that time it was about survival. I was not sure how the content should be
organized or how I should lead the lessons. As a veteran teacher teaching a new content
area, I did what I said I would never do; I used the mathematics textbook to sequence my
instruction instead of my students’ needs. With one year under my belt, I was ready for a
new start this year. In my mind I had our destination planned.
I had the extra challenge of teaching mathematics to students in a combined
grade four and grade five classroom, but I was confident that if I focused on the
Standards (NCTM, 2000) and Voluntary State Curriculum (Maryland State Department
of Education, 2004), we would reach our destination. While my lessons were filled with
engaging, hands-on, mathematics activities, my students were lost when it came to
justifying or even talking about mathematics. I was convinced that my students needed
me to lead the discussions and activities and that by simply outlining specific
mathematical steps I would assist them in reaching our destination faster. In reality, I was
creating road blocks. After the exchange with Jimmy, I realized that the route I chose for
the class was not going to lead us to our destination. I needed to change what was
happening in our class and take a new route…so I turned the corner.
Finding the Right Road Map
Turning the corner would mean looking at my mathematics class differently. It
would mean making changes in my role and the role of my students. School mathematics
involves more than computing. We expect students to reach a deeper level of
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mathematical understanding and to communicate that understanding to us (Millard, Oaks,
& Sanders, 2002; Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; NCTM, 2000; Smith, 1996). In
1989, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) called for changes in
mathematical content and processes in the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for
School Mathematics (NCTM, 1989). This document was followed by guidelines for
changing instruction (NCTM, 1991) and assessment (NCTM, 1995). In 2000, the NCTM
unveiled the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (PSSM). This document
consolidated the ideas in the previous three documents and was expanded to include PreKindergarten.
Among the ten Standards outlined in the PSSM (2000) is Reasoning and Proof.
This Standard emphasizes the importance of students understanding that mathematical
conjectures should be tested and defended or proved (NCTM, 2000). Communication is
key to this process and can be accomplished verbally, through representations, or in
writing. The importance of these forms of communication is discussed in the
Communication Standard of the PSSM (2000). The most important aspect of
communicating mathematical understandings is student reflections and refining of their
thinking (NCTM, 2000).
In addition to the PSSM (2000), the emphasis and value placed on high-stakes
testing have also created a need for a change. Throughout the year there is much talk
about “the test” and what will happen if our students do not do well on “the test.”
Teachers and administrators become consumed by what the test looks like, how it will be
scored, and the content that will be assessed. The pressures mount when local schools are
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put on probation because a certain subgroup of students, such as a specific racial/ethnic
group or students with special needs, did not reach proficiency on last years’ test. In
Maryland, this test is the Maryland School Assessment (MSA), (Maryland State
Department of Education, 2004). This criterion and norm referenced assessment is
Maryland’s attempt to meet the federal regulations stated in the No Child Left Behind
Act of 2001 (Maryland State Department of Education, 2004). According to this Act, any
school receiving federal funding must have 100% of its students scoring at the proficient
level in reading and mathematics by the year 2014. This proficient level in Maryland is
achieved by earning a pre-established minimum score established by the State as
necessary to demonstrate mastery of the content.
The NCTM Standards (2000) guided the development of the Maryland Voluntary
State Curriculum (Maryland State Department of Education, 2004). The Voluntary State
Curriculum was the principal guide in determining the Maryland School Assessment
(MSA) items. Proficiency standards and standards defining Adequate Yearly Progress
(AYP) have been identified by the State of Maryland, and each school is required to meet
these standards or face a series of consequences outlined by the state. Included in the
elementary mathematics assessments are Selected Response and Brief Constructed
Response (BCR) items. On the sections of the assessment with BCR items, students are
expected to describe, justify, and/or explain their answers. While we have raised
expectations for student performance, we have not changed our instructional practices.
One requirement of the No Child Left Behind legislation (Maryland State
Department of Education, 2004) is that the Maryland School Assessment program assess
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the knowledge and understandings of all students. Students who are identified with a
learning disability in mathematics must be administered the same assessment as their
grade level peers. This mandate creates an instructional challenge for both general and
special education teachers. Students who struggle in mathematics typically learn
mathematics in isolated chunks, practicing the rules and procedures modeled by the
teacher (Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Knuth & Jones, 1991). These students view
mathematics only as a set of procedures and approach it mechanically (Goldman &
Hasselbring, 1997). The literature tells us that engaging students in activities involving
discussions (Millard, Oaks, & Sanders, 2002; Whitin & Whitin, 2002; Burns & Silbey,
2000; Cobb, Wood, & Yackel, 1993) and writing (Whitin & Whitin, 2002; Burns &
Silbey, 2000; DiPillo, Sovchik, & Moss, 1997; Pugalee, 1997; Quinn & Wilson, 1997;
Rudnitsky, Etheredge, Freeman, & Gilbert, 1995; Artzt, 1994; McIntosh, 1991) is
effective for helping them clarify their thinking and enriching the thinking of their peers.
As a form of communication, writing helps teachers assess student learning which in turn
helps teachers plan future instruction (McIntosh & Draper, 2001; Quinn & Wilson, 1997;
Burns, 1995; Dusterhoff, 1995; Winograd & Higgins, 1994-5; Gaustad & MessenheimerYoung, 1991).
Taking the Scenic Route
There is a comfort in knowing what to expect. Routine is consistent, and
consistency is a good thing. We want order in our classrooms and we, as teachers, want
to be heard. Students have to listen; there is so much content to cover that we do not take
time to stop and reflect. In many mathematics classrooms, teachers typically engage in a
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telling pedagogy (Draper, 2002; Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Smith, 1996). While
this style of teaching emphasizes mathematical procedures, it does little to promote
reasoning and communication (Draper, 2002; Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001;
Kazemi & Stipek, 2001; Smith, 1996; Gregg, 1995; O’Brien, Stewart, Moje, 1995) and
does not meet the instructional needs of all students (Tomlinson, 2001, Silver, Strong &
Perini, 2000). Good teaching involves differentiation (Tomlinson, 2001; Silver, Strong &
Perini, 2000; Mercer & Lane, 1996), and every student needs something a little different.
As educators, we need to investigate students’ understandings in order to create an
environment that is conducive to their learning. To obtain this information students need
a means for unpacking their thinking and communicating their understandings to the
teacher. All children should be challenged. This is not a matter of covering more difficult
topics earlier in their academic career, but of challenging them to stretch their thinking,
make connections and communicate the understandings (Burns & Silbey, 2000).
The NCTM Standards (2000) call for student-centered classrooms, where students
are engaged in activities emphasizing problem solving, reasoning, and communication.
While this educational shift is expected to help students gain meaningful and useful
mathematical knowledge, instructionally it is more challenging (Kazemi & Stipek, 2001;
Franke, Carpenter, Fennema, Ansell, & Behrend, 1998; Fennema, Carpenter, Franke,
Levi, Jacobs, & Empson, 1996; Smith, 1996). Teachers are being asked to
reconceptualize their views of effective mathematics instruction and make fundamental
changes (Draper, 2002; Fennema, Carpenter, Franke, Levi, Jacobs, & Empson, 1996;
Smith, 1996).
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The Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) explain that
because mathematics is often represented in symbols, oral and written communication
about mathematical ideas is not always recognized as an important part in mathematics
(p.60). These Standards describe how talking, drawing, and writing give students the
opportunity to justify their thinking, formulate questions, and summarize important
insights (NCTM 2000, p.60). To accomplish this in the classroom, teachers need to
relinquish some of the control they typically exert. Typically, it is the teacher who
demonstrates the correct mathematical procedure. However, students modeling their
solutions have been shown to promote the same problem solving among peers as when
the teacher modeled the solution (Thornton & Langrall, 1997). By allowing students to
ask questions of one another, discover the connections among concepts, and reach
mathematical understanding by making mistakes, we create a rich learning environment
(Millard, Oaks, & Sanders, 2002; Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Burns & Silbey,
2000; Smith, 1996; Ball, 1993).
It is difficult not to intervene when a student is “doing” his math incorrectly. After
all, it is the teacher’s role. Or is it? Is it the teacher’s responsibility to prevent students
from ever having a wrong answer? Or, is the teacher’s responsibility to provide
experiences that help students grow and develop mathematical understandings, even if
that means sometimes getting the wrong answer? In teaching content and processes,
teachers must encourage students to take risks in their learning and become active
participants in the classroom (Blum, Lipsett, & Yocom, 2002; Burns & Silbey, 2000;
Wall & Dattilo, 1995). However, typical mathematics activities involve the teacher
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leading the lesson and class discussions (Draper, 2002; Millard, Oaks, & Sanders, 2002;
Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Kazemi & Stipek, 2001) which involve only a
minority of students while the rest wait to be told what to do (Kazemi & Stipek, 2001).
Turning the Corner
My “ah, ha” moment with Jimmy had forced me to reexamine my instructional
techniques. As I searched for ways to help students build their mathematical
understandings and ability to communicate those understandings, I realized that my role
needed to change. I needed to engage students in activities that would cause them to
wrestle with the concepts, argue their points, and develop understandings. I needed to
allow them time to reflect and discuss their thoughts so that before a student, like Jimmy,
changed his answer he knew why he was doing it.
As I turned the corner I asked myself, “What instructional techniques could I use
to promote mathematical understandings and improve my students’ written
justifications?” Through a review of the literature I became familiar with a form of
conversational writing known as dialogue journaling (Perry, 2001; McGrath, 1992;
Gaustad & Messenheimer-Young, 1991; Bode, 1989). Although there is limited research
on this technique, it is a means for students to begin thinking about the problem and
documenting their thoughts and questions. Small group discussions provide students the
opportunity to verbalize their thinking and hear the opinions of others. Would coupling
the dialogue journals with small group oral discussions enable students to clarify and
deepen their mathematical understandings? Would these techniques help prepare students
for writing justifications? Within this study I investigated the following questions:
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mathematical writing?

2.
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How are students’ mathematical understandings reflected in their
written and oral discussions?
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Chapter 2
Literature Review: Asking For Directions

Creating the Need to Travel a New Route
Traditionally, mathematics classrooms were structured with lessons that emphasized
basic facts and computation rules and procedures. The teacher would introduce a
mathematics problem, demonstrate the steps for solving the problem, and provide practice for
the students to solve similar problems (Draper, 2002; Cobb, 1999; Smith, 1996; Knuth &
Jones, 1991). However, reform efforts in mathematics call for major changes in what
students should know and be able to do in mathematics K-12. These changes were outlined in
the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 1989). In
addition to content changes, the Standards (1989) address the processes students should
engage in to learn mathematics. The change in both content and process, led to
recommendations for instructional changes in mathematics classrooms (NCTM, 1991) and in
the way we assess students (NCTM, 1995). In 2000, the National Council of Teachers of
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Mathematics unveiled the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (PSSM).
This document consolidated the ideas in the previous three documents and was expanded
to include guidelines for Pre-Kindergarten mathematics. Among the ten Standards
outlined in the PSSM (2000) is Reasoning and Proof. Contradicting traditional teaching
methods in which procedures were the most important aspect in mathematics, this
Standard emphasizes the importance of students understanding that mathematical
conjectures should have reasons (NCTM, 2000). “Being able to reason is essential to
understanding mathematics. By developing ideas, exploring phenomena, justifying
results, and using mathematical conjectures in all content areas…students should see and
expect mathematics to make sense” (NCTM, 2000, p. 56). The sophistication of
justifications, conjectures, and proofs is dependent on the age and experience of the child.
However, the Reasoning and Proof Standard suggests that even young children should be
taught to make explicit the knowledge they use to solve a mathematical problem. When
asked to justify an answer many students assume their response was wrong and attempt to
correct their perceived mistake. Cai and Jakabcsin (1996) suggest that the reason students
react this way is because the practice of explaining mathematical understandings is rare.
Students are not frequently asked to provide mathematical explanations when responding
to a problem. Mathematics lessons which encourage developing and explaining
understandings differ from the traditional mathematics lessons and rest on several beliefs
(Kazemi & Stipek, 2001):
(a) explanations consist of mathematical arguments, not simply procedural
descriptions or summaries;
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(b) mathematical thinking involves understanding relations among multiple
strategies;
(c) errors provide opportunities to reconceptualize a problem, explore
contradictions in solutions, or pursue alternative strategies; and
(d) collaborative work involves individual accountability and reaching consensus
through mathematical argumentation.
The need to communicate mathematical knowledge is necessary to meet the
Reasoning and Proof Standard and can be accomplished orally, through representations,
or in writing (NCTM, 2000). These forms of communication are essential elements in
mathematics and are discussed in the Communication Standard of the PSSM (2000).
Communicating mathematical understandings requires that students reflect on and refine
their thinking (NCTM, 2000).
The Communication Standard suggests that instructional programs should enable
students to (p. 60):
*organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking through communication;
*communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers,
teachers, and others;
*analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of others;
*use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas precisely.
Students need experiences that will enable them to think mathematically as well
as communicate their mathematical thinking (Millard, Oaks, & Sanders, 2002; Baxter,
Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Fraivillig, Murphy, & Fuson, 1999; Cai & Jakabcsin, 1996;
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Williams & Baxter, 1996; Cobb, Wood, Yackel, 1993; Cobb, Wood, Yackel, & McNeal,
1992; Knuth & Jones, 1991) if they are to reach the high expectations described in these
Standards. The mathematical tasks presented to students should require them to
participate in discourse (NCTM, 2000). Students need to engage in learning opportunities
where they discuss, revise, and defend their mathematical understanding (Millard, Oaks,
& Sanders, 2002; Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; NCTM, 2000; Fraivillig, Murphy,
& Fuson, 1999). They need time to think about the problem presented (Fuchs, Fuchs,
Hamlett, & Appleton, 2002; Bromley & Modio, 1997; Jitendra & Hoff, 1996), connect
the problem to schemas that already exist, predict what will occur, and justify that
prediction before attempting to solve the problem (Fuchs, Fuchs, Hamlett, & Appleton,
2002; NCTM, 2000; Bromley & Modio, 1997; Jitendra & Hoff). Much can be learned
when students are discussing, revising, and defending their process. It is through these
types of activities that teachers can assess students’ mathematical understandings and
develop appropriate learning opportunities (Bratina & Lipkin, 2003; Cornell, 1999;
Fuchs, Fuchs, Hamlett, & Karns, 1998; Kazemi, 1998). However, this type of activity is
not what you find in traditional mathematics classrooms, it is not the type of instruction
that many teachers were taught to use and therefore can be intimidating to implement
(Quinn & Wilson, 1997; Smith, 1996; Gregg, 1995; Cuban, 1993; Borko, Eisenhart,
Brown, Underhill, Jones, & Agard, 1992; Putnam, Heaton, Prawat, & Remilliard, 1992;
Wood, Cobb, & Yackel, 1991).
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Traveling Together
Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory (Kazemi & Stipek, 2001; Pugalee, 2001; Steele,
2001; Battista, 1999; Jaramillo, 1996; Englert, 1992) provides us with a theoretical
framework describing how these types of social interactions can strengthen students’
mathematical understandings. Social experiences shape students’ thinking and therefore
play a vital role in the learning process (Kazemi & Stipek, 2001; Steele, 2001; Battista,
1999; Jaramillo, 1996; Englert, 1992). Individuals interact with one another in social
situations to negotiate meaning (Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Kazemi & Stipek,
2001; Steele, 2001; Battista, 1999; Jaramillo, 1996). It is through these social interactions
that students gain a deeper understanding of concepts while developing their own
interpretive meaning and forming mathematical justifications (Millard, Oaks, & Sanders,
2002; Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Steele, 2001). By providing structured
opportunities that will capitalize on these interactions we can create an atmosphere in
mathematics that will encourage discourse (McGuire & Harshman, 2002; Bernero, 2000;
Rasmussen, 1999). Important themes in Vygotsky’s writings are discussed in Forman and
Cazden (1994):
He is not simply claiming that social interaction leads to the development
of the child’s abilities in problem-solving, memory, etc.; rather, he is
saying that the very means (especially speech) used in social interactions
are taken over by the individual child and internalized. Thus, Vygotsky is
making a very strong statement here about internalization and the social
foundations of cognition (Wertsch, 1981, p. 146).
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This theoretical framework, when used in instruction, has students sharing their
ideas and explaining their thinking (Steele, 2001; Englert, 1992). Whitin and
Whitin (2003) concluded that “one student’s idea can become an invitation for
another child to modify and extend the discussion” (p.145). Pugalee (2001) states,
“This communication can take the form of various oral and written endeavors; but
the primary goal remains to enhance the mathematical reasoning of students” (p.
236).
Exploring a New Route – Using Mathematical Language
To effectively reason and communicate mathematical understandings, students
must acquire and use the language of mathematics (Adams, 2003; Bratina & Lipkin,
2003; Draper, 2002; Ediger, 2000; Monroe & Orme, 2002; Pugalee, 2001; Burns &
Silbey, 2000; Pimm, 1987). While language plays an important role in understanding
mathematical concepts, it is often absent in traditional approaches to teaching
mathematics (Adams, 2003; Draper, 2002; McGuire & Harshman, 2002; Monroe &
Orme 2002; Blessman & Myszczak, 2001; Smith, 1996; Vacca & Vacca, 1996; O’Brien,
Stewart, & Moje, 1995). Mathematics instruction should encourage communication by
providing activities for learning and using the language (Adams, 2003; Bratina & Lipkin,
2003; Draper, 2002; McGuire & Harshman, 2002; Monroe & Orme, 2002; Pugalee,
2001; Burns & Silbey, 2000; Smith, 1996; Gaustad & Messenheimer-Young, 1991;
NCTM, 1991, 1989). “When we pass up the opportunities to focus children’s attention on
mathematics as a language and not just as something we do, children may miss the
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underlying concepts of mathematics that would enhance and reinforce their
understanding” (Adams, 2003, p.787).
In the literacy classroom students are encouraged to access their prior knowledge
to predict, to question whether what they are reading is making sense, and to draw
conclusions based on what they have learned (Cooper, 2000; Taberski, 2000; Keene &
Zimmerman, 1997; Fountas & Pinnell, 1996). However, it is these same ideas which can
be used to encourage mathematical thinking and understanding (Bratina & Lipkin, 2003;
Draper, 2002; Manzo, Manzo, & Estes, 2001; NCTM, 2000; Carpenter & Lehrer, 1999;
Ruddell, 1997; Dynak, 1997). Bratina & Lipkin (2003) discuss how teachers must
consciously plan experiences that improve students’ critical reading skills in order to
improve their ability to communicate in mathematics. Included in their recommendations
for these experiences is, “Creating instances for students to experience words in different
contexts” (p. 5). It has been suggested that teachers should emphasize the differences
between mathematical language and everyday language and provide time to practice
using mathematical language (Adams, 2003; Bratina & Lipkin, 2003; Billmeyer &
Barton, 1998). Practices which encourage the use of language in mathematics could be
incorporated in the mathematics classroom through cooperative learning activities and
through verbal or written discourse (Adams, 2003; Cornell, 1999; Fuchs, Fuchs, Hamlett,
& Karns, 1998; Kazemi, 1998).
Alternative Routes for Mathematical Communication: Mathematical Discussions
School is a setting where students frequently search for the opportunity to
socialize with their peers. When you walk into a classroom you will often hear the
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teacher saying, “I can’t get started until you are all quiet” or “If you would like to say
something, please raise your hand.” If we take the students yearning to socialize and
create an environment that structures their dialogue, we can add a unique dimension to
the mathematics program.
Through small group discussions that focus on mathematical concepts, students
can revise their thoughts, make connections, and prepare justifications (Millard, Oaks, &
Sanders, 2002; Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Steele, 2001; Burns & Silbey, 2000;
Pimm, 1987), thus building their conceptual knowledge (Owens & Fuchs, 2002; Huggins
& Maiste, 1999; Goldman & Hasselbring, 1997). While teachers strive to include all
students in instructional activities, some students choose to disengage themselves from
certain activities for various reasons. Research conducted by Baxter, Woodward, & Olson
(2001) indicates that academically low-achieving students typically remain passive in
whole-class discussions. The researchers found that when these students participate, their
answers tend to be simple responses or “I don’t know.” By providing students the
opportunity to discuss with a peer or a small group their mathematical ideas and
questions, teachers allow them to practice what they will say in the class discussion as
well as prepare them to write justifications (Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001). It has
been found that this practice helps many students feel more comfortable and secure in
what they will be saying (Owens & Fuchs, 2002; Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001;
Wickett, 2000; Thornton & Langrall, 1997; Pimm, 1987). Thus, more students may offer
their answers and justifications in class discussions instead of deferring the question to
someone they think is smart (Rasmussen, 1999).
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There are many cooperative learning techniques which engage all students in
verbal discourse (McGuire & Harshman, 2002; Bernero, 2000; Bromley & Modio, 1997;
Wood & Algozzine, 1997; Creed, 1996; Kagan, 1990). A cooperative learning structure
that can assist in reaching this goal is known as “think-pair-share” (Candl, 2004; Jones,
2002; Creed, 1996; Kagan, 1990). Developed by Frank Lyman in 1981 (Jones, 2002), this
structure emphasizes what students are to be doing at each stage. The first stage, “think”
requires the teacher to provoke students’ thinking with a prompt. The students take a few
moments to simply think about what has been presented. The second stage, “pair”
requires students to pair with a partner and talk about their thoughts and compare written
or mental notes. The final stage, “share” requires the students to share their thinking with
a group of students (Jones, 2002; Kagan, 1990). Whitin and Whitin (2003) found that
conversations in the mathematics classroom provided a forum for assessing the children’s
knowledge of concepts and strategies. They also discovered that it gave the teachers a
chance to reflect on their own teaching. Reflecting on personal teaching habits is not
easy. Teachers tend to examine the students actions and reactions instead of their own.
However, if the goal is to see a change in the student’s learning, a change in the teacher’s
actions may need to occur first.
Alternative Routes for Mathematical Communication: Mathematical Writing
Another means for social interaction is through writing (Huggins & Maiste, 1999;
Powell, 1997; Williams & Baxter, 1996). In my classroom I find detailed notes that
students write to one another relaying their thoughts and ideas. This type of writing is
informal and non-threatening. There is no thought of grammar or spelling, the focus is to
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put their thoughts on paper. As teachers we often try to limit these interactions as to not
disrupt our teaching. However, we can use these types of interactions to enrich students’
mathematical learning. As one of the original “three R’s” writing was thought of as a skill
that simply needed to be taught. However, writing has proven to have a positive effect on
students’ mathematical understandings when it is used as a tool to aid learning (Millard,
Oaks, & Sanders, 2002; McIntosh & Draper, 2001; Woodward, Monroe, & Baxter, 2001;
Jurdak & Abu Zein, 1998; Quinn & Wilson, 1997; Winograd & Higgins, 1994-5;
Fulwiler, 1987). Writing has been shown to increase mathematical learning (Crespo,
2003; Millard, Oaks, & Sanders, 2002; Burns & Silbey, 2000; NCTM, 2000; Burns,
1995; Dusterhoff, 1995; Winograd & Higgins, 1994-5; Fortescue, 1994; Abel & Abel,
1988). As students write in mathematics they have the opportunity to clarify, confirm and
extend their mathematical thinking and understandings (Crespo, 2003; Millard, Oaks, &
Sanders, 2002; Albert & Antos, 2000; Huggins & Maiste, 1999; Dusterhoff, 1995;
Winograd & Higgins, 1994-5; Fortescue, 1994). Dialogue journaling is a means for
reflecting and writing in mathematics while communicating with others. A dialogue
journal is a written conversation between two writers (Perry, 2001; McGrath, 1992;
Gaustad & Messenheimer-Young, 1991; Bode, 1989) requiring both to use metacognitive
reflections on their learning process (Goldsby & Cozza, 2002). The feedback provided in
a dialogue journal serves as a mechanism for vocabulary development, for explaining
students’ mathematical thinking, and for understanding the metacognitive process in
which the students are involved (Goldsby & Cozza, 2002; Perry, 2001; McGrath, 1992;
Gaustad & Messenheimer-Young, 1991; Bode, 1989). The practice of writing thoughts
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and justifications and responding to others may enhance the students’ ability to
independently respond to challenges. When peers provide feedback and support,
computational ability in low achievers’ improves (Baker, Gersten, & Lee, 2002).
Although this research focused on computational skills, the idea that students can effect
the performance of their peers is encouraging. However, studies examining the effect
dialogue journals have on students’ writing mathematical justifications could not be
located. Laura Candl (2004), a classroom teacher, notes a variation in the think-pairshare structure. In her variation students write down their ideas before discussing them
with their partner, this creates a “think-write-pair-share” structure and increases
individual accountability.
Writing also helps teachers assess student learning, and this analysis help teachers
plan future instruction (McIntosh & Draper, 2001; Jurdak & Abu Zein, 1998; Quinn &
Wilson, 1997; Burns, 1995; Dusterhoff, 1995; Winograd and Higgins, 1995; Gaustad &
Messenheimer-Young, 1991). This finding is critical as teachers attempt to discover their
students’ mathematical thinking.
A successful teacher learns from feedback that is given in such writings. I
might not understand how a student did a problem until I see the
explanation. If I am still unsure that the student is clear in the process, I
will ask the student to explain to the class. This helps clarify for the
students and for me what they do understand. The “explaining” process is
not a “challenging” of the methods but an opportunity to help others see
what they did (Goldsby & Cozza, 2002, p. 519).
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Armed with this information, the teacher is able to adjust her questioning and instruction
to ensure students’ instructional needs are met (Goldsby & Cozza, 2002; Sharp & Adams,
2002; Cobb, Stephan, McClain, & Gravemeijer, 2001; Cobb, 1999). In an effort to help
her students better understand math concepts, teacher Chelsea Fortescue (1994)
collaborated with a language arts teacher to engage students in mathematical writing.
Through the use of journal writing, Fortescue realized that her students required more
whole group modeling of both oral and written language. By providing this support
Fortescue (1994) then discovered that “in writing about math problems or activities,
students become familiar with analytical writing while gaining and displaying a deeper
understanding of the math concepts” (p. 522).
While these types of activities are important for all types of learners, for students
with learning disabilities these interactions can build the bridge that connects their
mathematical understandings (Woodward & Montague, 2002; Woodward, Monroe &
Baxter, 2001; Woodward & Baxter, 1997). Winograd & Higgins (1994-5) contend that,
“… elementary school students often approach school mathematics problems
impulsively, attending to surface features of the problem situation in order to decide what
action to take” (p. 316). All students, including those students with learning disabilities,
need to be engaged and supported in metacognitive activities which allow them to think
about what they know about the problem (Woodward & Montague, 2002; Woodward,
Monroe & Baxter, 2001; Woodward & Baxter, 1997). Through writing, students can
write or draw initial thoughts and questions pertaining to the problem. As stated earlier,
an activity promoting metacognition and peer response is dialogue journaling. For
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students with learning disabilities, peer models and collaborative groups can be
beneficial. These interactions allow them to hear strategies of other students that they
may not hear if they are in a remedial environment (Baxter, Woodward, Olson, 2001;
Owen & Fuchs, 2002; Woodward, Monroe & Baxter, 2001; Mercer & Lane, 1996).
Participating in this exchange of ideas helps students make connections in their
mathematical learning and put into words what they are thinking. In addition, teachers
can discover misconceptions students have and gaps in their understandings. These types
of activities also provide teachers with the opportunity to differentiate between what
students truly understand and what they have merely memorized. Armed with this
information, teachers can make instructional modifications and accommodations so that
all students have an equal chance of understanding the concepts.
A New Set of Directions
As discussed, expectations in regard to what students should know and be able to
do in mathematics have changed (NCTM, 2000, 1998, 1995, 1989). Students are still
required to demonstrate their ability to compute in mathematics. However, being able to
complete a specific procedure is no longer sufficient. Students now need to demonstrate
their ability to effectively communicate their mathematical understandings and
justifications (NCTM, 2000). As the literature presented indicates, students benefit from
social interaction with peers in the classroom (Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001;
Jaramillo, 1996; Englert, 1992). These social interactions can occur in writing (Goldsby
& Cozza, 2002; Gaustad & Messenheimer-Young, 1991; Bode, 1989) or in oral
discussions (Millard, Oaks, & Sanders, 2002; Baxter, Woodward, & Olson, 2001; Steele,
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2001; Burns & Silbey, 2000; Pimm, 1987). These activities assist in satisfying the
Reasoning & Proof and Communication Standards described by the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 2000). However, additional studies are needed to
provide support for specific instructional practices. In this study, I analyzed the written
and oral dialogues of individual students. This analysis provided valuable information
regarding the instructional needs of the students and served as an aid for planning future
activities and experiences.
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Chapter 3:
Methodology: Taking the Scenic Route

The Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) emphasize
the importance of reasoning and communicating mathematical understandings. In
addition to the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (PSSM), the
expectations on the Maryland School Assessment (MSA) have confirmed the need for
on-going research into the development of students’ mathematical understandings and
their ability to communicate those understandings. This study was conducted in direct
response to this need and addressed the following questions:
1.

What is the effect of dialogue journals and oral discussions on students’
mathematical writing?

2.

How are students mathematical understandings reflected in their written
and oral discussions?

This study took place at River View Elementary School, a small rural elementary
school in Western Maryland. River View Elementary is a Title I school having 62.4 % of
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students receiving free or reduced meals. Most River View community members attended
River View Elementary, have lived in the community most of their lives, and feel
ownership in the school. In the past two years 95% of parents were involved in parent
teacher conferences. However, while parents may have expressed interest in their
children’s progress, there was little parental volunteer involvement without specific
personal requests from the school. River View Elementary serves approximately 90
students from kindergarten through grade five. At River View Elementary there are seven
full time teachers, one assistant, one teaching principal, and a secretary who serves as the
librarian. A nurse and counselor each visit the school approximately 3 hours per week.
My study involved the grade four and grade five students who were in a combined
classroom. These students shared a teacher in mathematics, science, social studies, and
resource classes. In this inclusive classroom there were 16 grade four students and 9
grade five students. Two of the fourth grade students had Individual Educational Plans
(IEP) with specific goals in mathematics. All 25 students were invited to participate in
this study, but two declined the invitation.
Changing Lanes
In turning the corner, I challenged myself to change my practice. In doing so I
took a critical look at effective techniques for helping my students gain an understanding
of mathematics as well as writing mathematical justifications (Woodward, Monroe &
Baxter, 2001; Powell, 1997; Cai & Jakabcsin, 1996). This required a change in my
interactions with the students as well as the way in which my students interacted with
each other. The teaching experiment (Polaki, 2002; Cobb, Stephan, McCain &
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Gravemeijer, 2001) provided both a teaching methodology and a research framework for
conducting a rigorous examination of both practice and students’ understanding.
According to Cobb (2000, cited in Polaki, 2002), “A teaching experiment is a conceptual
tool for documenting changes in students mathematical thinking patterns over time” (p.
286). It required me to analyze my students’ responses, and make inferences regarding
their instructional needs, and it provided a basis for creating learning opportunities to
meet their needs.
Toll Road: Collecting Baseline Data
The Maryland School Assessment (MSA) requires students to demonstrate their
mathematical understandings through written justifications on Brief Constructed
Response (BCR) items. The BCR item is a two part mathematics problem. The first part
of the BCR requires students to solve a mathematics problem. The second part requires
students to justify their answer and describe how they solved the problem (Appendix A).
Since September 2003, BCR items had been administered and scored each month. A total
of 19 BCR items (representative of each month) were saved and kept in a file cabinet at
the school. Baseline data consisted of one BCR randomly chosen from each month for a
total of seven BCR items (September through March). These BCR items were re-scored
by Mr. Smith, a colleague in Brown County. Using the Maryland School Assessment
Brief Constructed Response Rubric (Appendix B) students could receive a 0, 1, or 2, 2
being the highest.
Using a Teaching Experiment as a Roadmap
The teaching experiment permitted me to develop sequences of instructional
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activities and analyze students’ mathematical learning as it occurred (Cobb, Stephan,
McClain, & Gavemeijer, 2001; Cobb, 1999). In this study I followed the basic
developmental research model (Polaki, 2002; Cobb, Stephan, McClain, & Gavemeijer,
2001) consisting of two phases: instructional design and classroom-based analysis
(Figure 1).

Instructional
Design

Figure 1

Classroom-based
Analysis

The instructional design research model

Instructional design is the development and sequence of learning activities with
conjectures about student’s responses and the support they will likely need during
instruction. These conjectures are tentative as they are tested and modified during the
next teaching episode (Sharp & Adams, 2002; Cobb, Stephan, McClain, & Gavemeijer
2001; Cobb, 1999). The classroom-based analysis involved the examination of students’
written work, oral dialogues, and my field notes to draw inferences about their
mathematical understandings and their ability to communicate their understandings
(Cobb, Stephan, McClain, & Gavemeijer, 2001). This analysis served as a basis for
subsequent instructional activities.
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Exit Ramp: Teaching Episodes
Prior to each teaching episode, students were assigned a partner using the
established classroom practice of drawing “sticks”, each of which had one name written
on it. Each task represented mathematical content previously explored in the classroom.
The content standard addressed in the task corresponded to the grade four and grade five
portion of the Mathematics Voluntary State Curriculum used to guide classroom
instruction.
To investigate the ways in which students’ mathematical understandings were
reflected in their written and oral discussions, participants followed a multi-step process.
1. Participants were given a task in the form of a mathematical word
problem and instructed to individually reflect on the task. They wrote
questions, comments, and thoughts on their dialogue journaling paper.
Through this process of writing, students had the opportunity to
begin thinking of what they knew about the task presented and what they
needed to find out.
2. Participants exchanged journaling papers with their partners and
responded to their partner’s questions, comments, and thoughts. This
exchange process continued until no new information was shared.
3. Participants engaged in oral dialogue with a small group.They discussed
unanswered questions and their mathematical thinking in regard to the task
(audiotape recordings occurred during this step). All participants had the
opportunity to discuss the strategy they planned and justify their choice. It was
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during this small group discussion that participants began to share their point of
view providing support, or they changed their minds after hearing their peers’
thoughts.
4. Participants completed the task independently and justified their
answer in writing. Dialogue journaling was repeated.
5. The class engaged in an oral discussion, sharing answers and
justifications.
In planning for the next teaching episode, I reviewed students’ dialogue
journaling papers and my recording sheets. In addition to this analysis, I relied on my
intuition to infer how the participants’ mathematical understandings were reflected in
their oral discussions and in their writing (classroom-based analysis). The use of
informed intuition is a common practice among educators (Perry, 2001) as students’
instructional needs are not always communicated directly. If the conclusion was made
that the participants did not understand the mathematical concept, then an activity which
explored that concept was planned. Following this instructional design model enabled me
to plan instructional activities that met the needs of the students.
A total of 17 episodes involving the dialogue journals and oral discussions were
conducted.
Scenic Overlook: Data Collection and Analysis
A variety of data sources including initial and post BCR items, field notes, and
writing samples were used in seeking answers to the questions:
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What is the effect of dialogue journals and oral discussions on students’
mathematical writing?

2.

How are students mathematical understandings reflected in their written
and oral discussions?

Throughout the teaching experiment I wrote field notes consisting of my
observations, impressions, observation analysis, and my immediate reflection of the
experience.
An audiotape recording was made of the small group and whole group
discussions and later transcribed verbatim. I reviewed the transcriptions or listened to the
tapes noting students’ inflections, pauses, and specific comments.
Several data sources were used to triangulate the data (Patton, 2002). These data
included: (a) student dialogue journals, (b) audiotape recordings of group discussions, (c)
my field notes, (d) additional student mathematical writing, and (e) BCR items.
Following the conclusion of the teaching experiment, I conducted an in-depth
analysis of the data. This analysis occurred by working through the data chronologically
episode by episode (Cobb, Stephan, McClain, & Gavemeijer, 2001). I used inductive
analysis letting categories, themes, and patterns emerge from the students written and oral
dialogues (Perry, 2001). Initially, I analyzed the data looking for evidence that students
were thinking strategically and that they were able to communicate their mathematical
understandings. This initial procedure assisted in identifying categories, themes, and
patterns (Perry, 2001).
The categories, themes, and patterns gathered from student responses to the BCR
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items, dialogue journal entries, contributions to oral discussions, field notes, and journal
entries provided insight into the development of students’ mathematical understandings
and their ability to communicate their understandings in writing.
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Chapter 4
Our Journey
Teachers who inspire realize there will always be rocks on the road ahead of us. They
will be stumbling blocks or stepping stones; it all depends on how we use them.
-Author Unknown (National Staff Development Council, 2000)

My Travel Companions
All students venture into the classroom with their own personalities and past
experiences. The combination of students contributes to the class atmosphere and helps
set the pace for the school year. Certain combinations of students allow a teacher to
explore new paths with little disruption, while other combinations create road blocks that
get in the way of academic learning. The personalities and experiences of the 25 students
I worked with were very diverse. This combination created a class atmosphere that
hindered, and at times prevented, the class from venturing down new paths and exploring
new ideas using alternative strategies. This class was composed of students who had
needs that often extended beyond what the school could directly address.
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As I stood before the class, I thought about their individual situations and the road
blocks before them. I looked at the newest addition to the class, a shy fifth grade girl
named Joy. Joy arrived at the beginning of the school year as a homeless student. She and
her mother traveled throughout the school year to various living spaces including a
domestic violence shelter. She had previously been retained and when she enrolled was a
nonreader. She lacked self confidence and often hid her face by combing her hair
forward. Two rows in front of Joy sat Cindy. Cindy was a fifth grade girl who was visited
frequently by Social Services, who took medication for Attention Deficit Disorder, and
who had a 504 Plan. She exerted a tough girl image with most of the kids. She would
work really hard one day and on the next was one of the most belligerent kids you would
ever meet.
In the back row, near the teacher’s desk, sat Cory, a fifth grade boy. Cory was one
of the brightest kids in class and had great potential but lacked self control and discipline.
He lived with his mom and her current boyfriend who remained drunk most of the time
and who did not provide adequate supervision to the boy. This lack of supervision
allowed Cory to get into mischief, and he was put on probation by the Department of
Juvenile Justice in March. Immediately following these events he refused to work and
was extremely disruptive. However, he came to school each day and when he did miss
the bus would call the school and ask for someone to go and get him (which we did).
Cooper, Kevin, Dylan, and David were fourth grade boys diagnosed with Attention
Deficit Disorder with Hyperactivity (ADHD) and taking medication. Cooper and Dylan
had Individual Education Programs (IEP) and Cooper was diagnosed with a behavior
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disorder. Kevin had a 504 Plan, and David was on probation with Juvenile Justice and
living in a home where domestic violence occurred frequently. Sixteen of the students in
this class were living in two parent homes; nine were from broken homes. Four families
were active in the school’s Parent Teacher Organization (PTO). Out of the 25 students,
Samantha, Sarah, Alexandra, Ella, Micky, and one of the students not participating in the
study, were viewed by their teachers as “good students” due to their willingness to
participate and their ability to get along with their classmates.
As I stood before the class, with their histories and current situations ringing in
my mind, I thought of the courage it took for many of them to show up at school.
Academics were not a priority for the majority of these students. This was a group with a
reputation of being difficult to teach, but these students had a lot to teach me. If I wanted
to see a change in their academics, I had to look beyond their challenges and make the
initial move in a new direction. I was reminded of the quote by Dr. John Maxwell, “If we
keep on doing what we’ve always done we’re going to keep on getting what we’ve always
gotten” (NSDC, 2000). It was time to travel a new path with these students.
Life is a daring adventure or it is nothing.
-Helen Keller (NSDC, 2000)
Examining the Map
I engaged the students in the process of dialogue journaling (Perry, 2001;
McGrath, 1992; Gaustad, & Messenheimer-Young, 1991; Bode, 1989). Dialogue
journaling is an instructional technique designed to encourage students to write and
discuss their thoughts, questions, and mathematical ideas about a problem before
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attempting to solve the problem as well as convince a partner that their solution to a
problem is correct. This technique provided students the opportunity to think about what
they knew about the problem and what they did not understand about the problem before
attempting to solve it. To investigate students’ mathematical thinking participants were
instructed to follow a multi-step process.
1.

Participants were given a task in the form of a mathematical word problem
and instructed to individually reflect on the task. They could have written
questions, comments, and thoughts on their dialogue journaling paper.
Through this process of writing, students had the opportunity to begin
thinking of what they knew about the task presented and what they needed
to find out.

2.

Participants exchanged journaling papers with their partners and
responded to their partner’s questions, comments, and thoughts. This
exchange process continued until no new information was shared.

3.

Participants engaged in oral dialogue with a small group of students. They
discussed unanswered questions and their mathematical thinking in regard
to the task (audiotape recordings occurred during this step). All
participants had the opportunity to discuss the strategy they used and
began justifying their choice. It was during this small group discussion
that participants could begin to share their point of view providing support
or they might change their minds after hearing their peers’ thoughts.

4.

Participants completed the task independently and justified their
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answer in writing. The dialogue journaling process continued.
5.

Participants engaged in an oral discussion as a class. They shared answers
and justifications.

I kept field notes consisting of my observations, impressions, observation
analysis, and my immediate reflection of the experience. An audiotape recording was
made of small group and whole group discussions and transcribed verbatim. I listened to
the transcriptions noting students’ inflections, pauses, and specific comments. From these
data I was able to plan my next teaching episode and examine each student’s progress.
Follow me on our learning journey as I describe what occurred in our classroom.
“Just tell me what to do!”
The students’ first reactions to the activity were as diverse as their personalities.
While some embraced the activity, others seemed intimidated to try something so
different:
Julie looked really mad. She continued to stare at me, mouthing
‘help me’ and making huffing noises. Mitch refused to exchange
papers with his partner. Samantha raised her hand, asking if she
should add or subtract. One student put his head inside his desk
and decorated his body with his pen while Cooper laughed at him.
Kristen looked on her neighbor’s paper, brushed her hair back with
her hand and made ahhhhh noises. Rachel, Carol, and Ella seemed
to be taking this very seriously. They wrote like crazy and told
their talking classmates to be quiet. (Session 1)
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As the first activity came to an end I felt both overwhelmed and excited. There
was only one way to go – up. As I reviewed all the data collected this first day and spoke
to their past teachers, I realized these students had not been given many opportunities to
work together. I was told that the dynamics of the group made controlling group activities
a challenge. When questioned, one teacher responded that she “couldn’t stand the noise
and felt like she had no control.” If noise was going to be the biggest problem I would be
okay. Noise would not bother me as long as the kids were learning. I believed that this
type of cooperative learning activity would benefit the students. Cooperative learning
activities have been shown to generate more interest in math and improve students
academically, socially, and in self-esteem (Baxter, Woodward, Voorhies, Wong, 2002;
Bernero, 2000; Wood & Algozzine, 1997; Nattiv, 1994). I also believed that the students
would only become better at working together if given the opportunity to practice.
Beginning Trends: Math was…
As my students began to engage in the dialogue journaling process, several
themes emerged. They had misconceptions about the process of mathematics and a
skewed perception of mathematical connections. To many of my students math was
simply computing. When presented with a problem students immediately began to
calculate a numerical answer, skipping the discussion parts of the process. These attempts
seemed impulsive, and no justification or reasoning accompanied the answer. A typical
written dialogue between two students demonstrated this trend (Session 1).
Samantha: Do I add or - ?
Ricky: You do add on the problem.
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Samantha: What do we add?
Ricky: You add 1.25 2 times for 7 days.
Unsure of what to do, Samantha asked her partner Ricky what type of
computation she should perform. Samantha accepted Ricky’s suggestion without any
justification or questioning and started computing. Students would often change their
math procedure if their partner suggested a different way of solving the problem, or if
they were unsure of what to do they accepted their partners’ suggestion without a
reasonable explanation for the suggestion. Amit & Fried (2002) found that students create
a web of authority in the classroom which consists of both the teacher and peers. This
authority refers to those who, in the student’s mind, have the most knowledge regarding
mathematics. As the previous example illustrates, Samantha listened to Ricky’s
suggestion without any mathematical justification. To Samantha, he was more of a
mathematical authority.
To many of my students, math was a silent activity. During the discussion time
there was talking but essentially no discussion. Instead, this time was used by the students
as a time for round-robin sharing (Maloch, 2002). It became an opportunity for group
members to give their answer and read what they wrote. The following discussion took
place during Session 5. Notice the ways in which students shared their answers.
Aaron – You would add sixty minutes then twenty then forty five then thirty and
fifteen minutes altogether and you would get ummmm two hours and ten
minutes.
Julie – Now it will be Kevin.
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Kevin – You you you would solve the problem by adding, (look at your paper
Cooper, your paper not mine). You would need to add the one hour twenty
minutes plus twenty minutes plus forty five plus one hour plus fifteen
minutes equals an hour and twenty minutes.
Julie – Now it will be Micky.
Michael – To get the answer you would add one hour twenty minutes, forty five
minutes, thirty minutes and fifteen minutes to get your answer.
Julie – Now it will be Eddie.
Eddie –You would add. You would add a half hour and one for one hour twenty
minutes and forty five and fifteen. You would, you’d get eleven then five
plus five plus one, add the one and then three plus two plus four plus two
would equal one hour and forty six minutes.
Julie – Now will be Erica.
Erica – I wrote to Julie I think you should add one hour and twenty minutes plus
thirty minutes plus fifteen minutes and see what you get. Then I put… ok
that sounds alright.
Julie – Okay it will be Julie me, I put Dear Erica we should add the numbers is
one hour twenty minutes and then add forty five and then that was it and
she said that’s ok.
Although the answers which were shared were not always correct, each answer was
accepted by the group. It was unclear whether or not students understood the
mathematical concepts in the problem. Something stopped them from engaging in
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productive discussions. They simply did not know how to talk to one another about their
mathematical thoughts. Were the barriers related to their unfamiliarity with using
language as a tool to understand math? Was it that they did not understand the concepts
well enough to discuss them?
Changes in Trends: Watching Mathematics Become More To Students
Using a teaching experiment (Cobb, Stephan, McClain, & Gavemeijer, 2001;
Cobb, 1999) enabled me to make instructional decisions based on the data collected. In
an attempt to encourage my students to think before computing, in Session 9 I decided to
include the question, “How do you think the problem should be solved?” (Appendix C).
Students answered the question with responses such as: “Keep dividing by 2” (Carol &
Erica, Session 9); “Draw a picture” (Ricky & Joy, Session 9); “You can draw a picture
or you can keep dividing by 2 or try it out w/ a real ball” (Dylan, Session 9). While they
still lacked justification, they were beginning to show signs of planning. To many of my
students, math was becoming strategic.
To help support written justifications, in the next activity, I directed students to
address their partner’s chosen strategy by answering the question, “Will the strategy
described work? Why or why not?” For the most part, students responded to these cues
with reasonable direction for their partners. “Your strategy will not work you still have
halfs to dill with” (Cory, Session 10); “You should put the halfs together to make a 1
hole instead of not counting them at all” (Joy, Session 10). Students were struggling to
make sense out of the procedure they were following, perhaps a result of their lack of
conceptual understanding. Although the focus of the dialogue remained on computational
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procedures, some students began to question the advice given. Additionally, they began
to demand reasoning from their partners. “I don’t get what you wrote tell me more”
(Rachel, Session 10). To many of my students, math was becoming sensible. They
began to search for these reasonable explanations in both their written and verbal
discussions.
Interestingly, some students needed different kinds of support in their search for
reason. For example, some began having private discussions.
I noticed that Joy and Micky whispered back and forth. They tried to hide
their conversation from me. When I walked near them they stopped and
they continued to watch me as they talked. (They think I don’t “see” them
because I’m not looking straight at them). When I made eye contact with
Joy during part of their conversation I winked and shook my head – she
winked back. (She is really coming out of her shell.) They continued to
whisper and then drew pictures to solve the problem. This may be the first
time she actually completed an activity. (Session 9)
Another student used a strategy I’ll refer to as “self talk.” I observed Julie (Session 14)
mumbling and verbally correcting herself. She knew when her ideas did not make sense
and continued to talk her way through the problem.
It is important to note that I did not redirect these students but instead allowed
them the opportunity to use the process in ways that fit their needs. I was proud that the
students were now using the process to forge their way mathematically. However, at the
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same time I was offering support to get my students to initially think about the problem, I
had to address their inability or unwillingness to engage in verbal discussions.
During the teaching experiment I found that support was needed for both written
and oral dialogue. With my guidance, the students moved beyond round robin sharing.
During small group discussions, the discourse further deepened their mathematical
thinking. They became better at verbally sharing their mathematical understandings,
asking questions of one another, and explaining their ideas (Session 15):
Sarah – The way I got it was, um, at first I thought it was fifty cents cause half of
a dollar is fifty and, but then Alexandra told me it was a dollar fifty and
um, and not just a dollar and then I figured it must be seventy-five cause
um, what I wrote down was ‘it must be seventy-five cause a dollar fifty is
five um five quarters and Kelsey will get seventy-five percent of the candy
bar and her friend will get fifty cents worth, so…
Teacher – Say that again…
Sarah – Kelsey is going to pay seventy-five and her friend is going to pay
seventy-five. And when you add seventy-five and seventy-five you get a
dollar fifty.
Kristen – I don’t get what I wrote. I wrote her share will probably be fifty or a
dollar cause there are probably four pieces so her half would be a dollar.
Teacher – So how much did Kelsey get?
Kristen – Four pieces?
Teacher – Where did you get four pieces?
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Kristen – I don’t know…
.
.
.
Teacher – How many did Kelsey get?
(Silence, then all the kids started talking at once)
Cindy – I think they will have to pay twenty-five cents I mean twenty for each
whole one cause twenty for one I mean for three is sixty add twenty is
eighty that’s eighty cents then add the two halves (silence). Eighty. See
that’s a dollar then add two that’s twenty-five.
Kristen – Maybe they both are twenty-five each and that is fifty cents, put it
together and it’s a dollar.
(Silence then mumbling)
Teacher – Show me the four and a half pieces.
Kristen – One, two, three, four.
(Mumbling)
Teacher – Let her talk. Think aloud.
Kristen – These are Kelsey’s pieces.
(Kids start talking at once)
Cory – Yeah, if you put…
Alexandra – Cory was telling me that if one, if the squares is twenty five cents
then I looked at all of Kelsey’s pieces and put these two together because
they would equal a whole and you get a dollar twenty-five so it can’t be..
Cory – No, no, I see it now!
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Teacher – What do you see?
Cory – I um, (mumbling)…she was saying that Kelsey was seventy-five cents but
it’s not because um, these two halves together and the three whole ones is
a dollar, what is the fraction?
This example demonstrates how, with guidance, students began to verbally reason
mathematically. They referred to their classmates’ presentations and comments. They
searched for answers that made sense, and they used discourse to reach a deeper
understanding.
Mathematics was no longer randomly choosing a procedure and computing, nor a
task where only a few could be successful, or even rote memorization. Math was
becoming much more. It was becoming a cognitive activity where students could be
strategic, where they could develop sensible explanations, and where they could make
connections to their learning.
All of us are shaped by what others expect from us. We live either up to or down to
what others believe about us and what we can do. Actually, what other people think of
us is frequently more crucial and influential than what we think of ourselves.
-Zig Zigler (1997)
Listening to my Students
As described above, there were general themes that emerged with the class and in
the way my students approached mathematics. However, when examining individuals it
became clear that each benefited from the experience in a different way. In the next
section I highlight four of these students. I chose these students because they each have a
different story, their own story. These students took the map given to them and ventured
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down a new road. Though the road was often rocky and full of detours, they arrived
having grown from the experience and having taught me a little more about them.
Looking Beyond Average: Aaron
Aaron’s enrollment at the school was a bit like a revolving door. He had enrolled
then transferred to another state several times before returning to our school in the third
grade. It was hard not to like Aaron. With a smile that revealed a hint of mischief and his
laid back attitude, he was a pleasure to be around. He had many different friends and was
the type of kid you could seat next to anyone. During outdoor recess you would find him
engaged in a kickball game or on a rainy day playing with LEGOS. He lived with his
Mom but spent a great deal of time with his grandparents because of her work schedule.
He had his homework completed daily and his grades would indicate average reading and
math ability. However, the data collected on Aaron revealed that he had the potential to
be more than an average math student. When we first began the dialogue journaling
sessions, he seemed to have trouble getting his thoughts in order. He did not seem to
understand what the problem was asking him to do, and his feedback to his partners
seemed illogical. Evidence gathered throughout the experience indicated that he began to
search for strategies that made sense, question ideas, and to explain his thoughts using his
math knowledge. Certainly, more then one would expect from an “average” student.
Aaron began the first math problem with the question focusing on computation,
“Do you have to divide add subtract or muliti?” (Figure 2). Unsure of what appropriate
math procedure to follow, he was stuck. When his partner wrote, You should multiply
because you will not get your answer any other way” Aaron made various computation
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attempts on the back of his paper then concluded with the statement, “I added up all the
hours and I got 21”.

Figure 2 – Aaron’s First Attempt
Aaron’s focus was on following a mathematical procedure to arrive at an answer, he was
computing and guessing. Without a focus on what was sensible, he was unaware that the
procedure and answer were incorrect.
In the next several sessions, Aaron at least began offering suggestions for solving
the problems even though these suggestions were not always logical. For example, when
presented with the prompt in Figure 3, Aaron and his partner wrote,
Aaron - I think per hour because you get 4.00 per job and .15 per hour so
we could first try to multiply 43 times 2 hours.
Alexandra- I wasn’t sure how to figure it out but that makes sense
multiply 43 x 2 hours.
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Aaron – I multiplied the numbers 43 x 42 and got 86 so we now we have
to multiply the other numbers.

Figure 3 – Aaron Offers Suggestions
This exchange illustrated how both students were confused about what they
should do. Once again, the focus was on searching for the “right” numbers to compute to
get an answer. However, in later activities, Aaron began questioning his partner’s
procedures, seeking one that made sense. “Yeah but how do you know if you got to add?”
(Session 5). In addition, Aaron slowly began using different strategies to solve problems.
During Session 9 he drew a picture and proposed an alternative strategy (Figure 4).
Aaron’s focus seemed to be changing; he was expressing interest in more than
computing.
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Figure 4 – Aaron’s Attempt to Make Math Strategic
Through this process Aaron, my average student, demonstrated his ability and
willingness to think about more than computing when solving a math problem. He
searched for strategies and answers that made sense and began explaining and justifying
his answers.
A Strong-Willed Child: Mitch
Mitch was described by classmates and teachers as “annoying.” He spoke out of
turn, did not cooperate in group activities, and seemed to strive to be the class clown,
inserting inappropriate comments at inopportune times. Often off task, he frequently
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played with items in his desk or passed his time doodling. When redirected, he focused
but only for a short amount of time. Although testing for Attention Deficit Disorder was
suggested to his parents, they were not willing to explore the possibility. For as much as
Mitch liked to talk, I thought he would excel in these activities. However, asking Mitch to
discuss a procedure would silence him.
I knew Mitch had strong computation skills, and he was very proud of the fact
that he memorized all his multiplication facts to 10. It was difficult to predict Mitch’s
response as the activities progressed. On one day he would write to his partner and
participate in the discussion, but then the very next day he would refuse to participate and
would disrupt the group. I learned his mathematical abilities stretched beyond
computation. However, he was insecure with his ability to reason mathematically.
In the initial activities Mitch refused to work with his partner and would not
exchange papers. Whenever he did write, it was often only numbers. The same was true
during small group discussions when he would give his final answer without participating
in any verbal exchange. This did not seem to fit with Mitch’s natural tendencies to talk.
By Session 5 Mitch’s involvement in the process increased. When his partner suggested a
procedure Mitch responded in writing, “Your ok I think.” (Session 5). During the
discussion he shared his procedure and although his explanation was rote and incorrect, at
least he participated. “I got I added up one hour twenty minutes, thirty, thirty, fifteen, and
fifteen and then I added them all up and got one hour and fifty minutes” (Session 5). In
the next several sessions, Mitch wrote illegibly and did not participate in the discussions.
During Session 9 there was a change in Mitch’s behavior and willingness to work with a
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participation may have been greater than his actual writing showed. In addition, his
illustrations indicated that he had thought of several strategies for solving the problem
(Figure 5).

Figure 5 – Mitch’s First Attempt
Mitch wrote how he thought the problem should be solved (it is incorrect).
He was talking with Erica and drew a picture to show how he divided to
solve it (it is correct). They were whispering while solving the problem.
Mitch was actually being nice to her telling her it was a good idea – he
usually isn’t that nice to people (Session 9).
Although Mitch was not writing full justifications, he was demonstrating his
mathematical thoughts verbally and through his drawings.
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Mitch’s inconsistencies were again illustrated in Session 10. He simply solved the
problem and wrote the numerical answer without any justification or explanation. He
responded to his partner’s writing. However; due to their illegible penmanship I was
unable to determine what they wrote. When I asked them for clarification, they could not
remember their comments. During Session 12, Mitch participated by writing the correct
answer but an incorrect math justification. He acknowledged his mistake when his
partner pointed it out (Figure 6).

Figure 6 – Mitch Acknowledges His Mistake
During Session 16, I participated with Mitch in a small group discussion. He
articulated his mathematical ideas and, when another student became confused by his
explanation, he explained his reasoning again.
Teacher – Let’s go down to the bottom one… look on the right hand side where it
has the two…mumbling…we still don’t know how much the cylinder
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weighs do we…let’s go down to the bottom and look at the bottom one on
the right hand side…we know the cubes weigh two and the sphere weighs
four…
Mitch – I know something…
(Students are mumbling)
Teacher – Let Mitch talk.
Mitch - You know that them right there is two and we know these are four
so you add them up and whatever you get you then um, that and
that equals um four plus two is six and you gotta add them on and
then after that you do that you have to figure out how much each of
them weigh.
Teacher – Okay, so tell me what numbers you came up with – on this side
how much did it weigh?
Mitch - On this side it weighs um, eighteen.
Teacher – Eighteen pounds ok, so if you know that is eighteen pounds, tell
me what you know about this side.
Mitch – This weighs six and these each have to weigh something to get eighteen.
Teacher – What do each of those cylinders have to weigh?
Mitch – Six pounds
Teacher – Because…
Mitch – Because six plus six is twelve and four more is sixteen plus one more
cube is eighteen.
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Teacher – Very good, so it evens out the bottom scale, did you see what he
did?
(Students are mumbling)
Teacher – He knows that now the cylinder weighs…
Mitch – Six pounds.
Teacher – So go back to the top and how much does each of those sides
weigh?
Mitch – Each one weighs (pause)
(Silence)
Several kids – Ten pounds
Teacher – They each weigh ten pounds.
Erica – Yeah, but you didn’t (mumbling)
Ricky – I don’t’ understand.
Teacher – Mitch could you explain it to Ricky…
Mitch – See you got three spheres and each one is four and that equals
twelve alright? Then you get each of the cubes which we figured
out were two and you add each of the cubes up and all them up and
they get eighteen so…
Teacher – Okay, hold on do you understand that? Do you understand how
he got eighteen?
Ricky –Yeah
Teacher – Okay
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Mitch – On this one you got the sphere and you got the cube that’s six
pounds then you know these equal gotta weigh six to get eighteen.
(Silence)
Mitch – Cause six plus six is twelve plus six more is eighteen.
During a discussion with me after Session 17, Mitch stated that he liked the small
group discussion. When asked about prior activities and his unwillingness to participate,
this opinionated student unveiled his insecurities. “I didn’t want to be wrong. I didn’t
know what to ask.”
This process helped me understand Mitch’s actions. His actions, which were
viewed as annoying and rude, seemed to be the detour he took to get around a difficult
problem. While his insecurities about his math ability beyond computation created a
block, his desire to question everything could turn out to be an asset.
“Help Me!” : Julie
If asked to describe Julie, I would use the word dramatic. If there is trouble
brewing among the girls, chances are Julie is in the middle of it. Further compounding
school issues, she was a very needy student in mathematics. She would compute to solve
problems but could not give reasonable explanations for her procedural choice. She
always had a question and never seemed to understand concepts. She was quick to say “I
don’t understand” and often gave up easily. She frequently hesitated when responding to
my questions, typically answering in a questioning tone. Through this experience with
Julie, I came to realize that she actually had some very good insight into mathematics.
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Contrary to my initial beliefs her difficulty was in making connections between
mathematical concepts and in finding words to articulate her thoughts.
Although “Help me!” are the words spoken by Julie whenever engaged in a new
task, I came to learn they were rooted in her insecurities. Julie needed the opportunity to
think aloud and manipulate math ideas. She struggled with an internal conflict. She
needed to allow herself time to think things through. However, she would become
frustrated and give up before allowing herself enough think time. It was faster to just
compute. As I watched Julie examine the first activity, I knew immediately what her
response would be…disbelief. She waved her hand, stared at me and made huffing
noises. When I looked her way she mouthed, “Help me!” I struggled to stay in my seat. I
desperately wanted to rescue her – after all she struggled and I didn’t want to frustrate
her. I smiled at her and nodded my head. However, that did not appease her one bit – in
fact I would say she became angry. Her hand went down and it now held her head. She
tapped her pencil and continued with her noises. When I could resist no longer I would
look at her and catch her squinting her eyes at me. I do believe if she could have thrown
fire from those eyes I would have been burnt. When I walked around the room and
passed her desk, she would grab at me and I could not help but laugh to myself. The
paper from the first activity was full of erase marks, and her response to all her partner’s
questions and comments was “I don’t know.” She never completely finished the first
activity.
The fourth grade students were out of class during Session 2 leaving me with only
the fifth grade. A pep talk combined with a much smaller group (10 students compared to
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25 students) created a different atmosphere from Session 1. During this experience, Julie
attempted to engage in a meaningful written dialogue with her partner as she explained
her reasoning (Figure 7).

Figure 7 – Julie’s Explanation
During the class discussion in Session 2, Julie verbally explained her thinking:
I picked per hour because if you add two dollars and fifty cents and two
dollars fifty cents you get like four something. If you add four and four
that means you get you might get eight something, you might get more
than eight. Then like eight plus eight is already sixteen and is it’s more
than eight so you get more than seventeen cause it’s only one down from
seventeen dollars so you’re going to end up getting more than seventeen.
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When Rachel told her she did not follow, Julie again explained; “Like if you have two
dollars and fifty cents and two dollars and fifty cents and two plus two is four you know
when (pause) you’re going to need to regroup with the fifty so it’s more than four.” The
smile on her face after Rachel said she understood is priceless…but not lasting. Julie did
think strategically and she could explain mathematical understandings, but it took time
for her to articulate her thoughts in meaningful sentences. During Session 3, Julie
participated by writing the mathematical procedure she considered for the problem. When
her partner questioned her reasoning she gave an explanation that was unclear but
convincing enough for her partner to agree with her (Figure 8).

Figure 8 – Julie Convinces Her Partner
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For some reason, her writing in the next several sessions was limited. She often
wrote silly comments to her partner, irrelevant to the problem. During group discussions
she would simply read the written dialogue between her and her partner. However, at this
time Julie began to take charge of the group discussions. She called on students to read
their answers, even telling them what to read and when to read it.
A change occurred as time progressed and Julie began to respond to prompts
without letting her frustration take over. In a discussion during Session 17, she realized
her attempt to justify her answer mathematically was not going to work. Instead of
allowing frustration to consume her, she tried another tactic. Julie justified her initial
answer by stating: “I know that Kelsey got more but I’m sure that she is going to share
some of her candy bar with her friend because that’s what friends do and I bet she is a
nice friend.” When she was unable to use math to prove her answer she turned to
character education, and nobody argued with her. Although this was not what I was
looking for in terms of justifications, at least she was beginning to work through her
frustration.
Perhaps Julie was a victim of enablers. All the assistance she received in
mathematics, from both teachers and students, affirmed to her that she needed help. Julie
was not confident with the accuracy of her mathematical understandings and demanded
reassurance from others. As one of these enablers, I had to force myself to walk away and
allow Julie to experience the trial and errors of mathematics. She had to be encouraged to
think for herself and trust what she knew. Julie’s self confidence in mathematics grew.
She took control of the discussion groups and found her own paths to follow as she
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searched for answers. Julie needed time, she needed to allow herself time to really think
through problems and make reasonable mathematical decisions.
Looking Beyond the Obvious: Cooper
Cooper transferred to the school from a neighboring state in October, 2003. He
had been living with his Dad, his Dad’s girlfriend, and three of her children in a small
trailer. As a victim of child abuse, he was court ordered to move in with his Mom, her
boyfriend, and his son. Before Cooper enrolled in our school, his previous teacher called
to prepare us for his arrival. He was diagnosed with both a behavior disorder and a
learning disability, and he had previously been retained. The teacher from his former
school described him as extremely disruptive and disrespectful. After an initial
honeymoon period, he began to exhibit similar behaviors at our school. However, small
moments of success kept us going. These small moments are illustrated through his
experiences in this study.
It became clear very quickly that Cooper lacked basic mathematical knowledge.
He struggled with both computation and application. Cooper had a strong need for a
sense of security, and when it was threatened he would mentally shut down. He had a
hard exterior shell and laughed in the face of anyone who made an effort to reach him.
However, I found that patience and encouragement created cracks in his shell enabling
him to learn. When I started expecting more from Cooper, and not allowing my
knowledge of his situation to lower my expectations, changes started taking place. Not
only did his classmates begin to expect more from him but he started expecting more
from himself as well.
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Cooper was reluctant to participate in many class activities. However, I had
developed a bond with Cooper, and he would comply with my requests putting forth
effort on most activities. Cooper has been diagnosed with a language and writing
disability. I assured him that spelling and grammar were not the focus of this writing, and
stayed true to my word. I was pleasantly surprised that he participated in the written
portion of the dialogue journaling activities. His writing generally included suggestions
on how to solve the problems. Although not always meaningful, he made an effort in his
responses to his partner’s suggestions and comments. I noticed that Cooper’s writing was
bunched up, often writing up and down instead of left to right and he did not cross the
center line. This was a previously undiagnosed problem. When presented with a paper
where I had drawn lines for him he commented, “This is stupid!” He did however use the
lines and in the next activity drew his own lines. Although Cooper did not make the same
mathematical gains as other students in the class, the dialogue journal enabled me to
diagnose a specific writing problem. This was possible because Cooper finally started to
write.
While Cooper made attempts to write out his thoughts and questions, and while he
would respond to his partner’s writing, he often refused to let his partner see his paper.
He would whisper to them, hiding his paper under his arm. These partners were students
generally viewed as “good students” and liked by their classmates. Cooper cared what
they thought.
An analysis of the small group discussions was very telling. During some
discussions, Cooper was quiet and did not participate. Other times he would simply read
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what was written on his paper. Then there were times when he emerged as the leader. He
introduced group members, stated the date, and “called” on group members to speak.
During these times he controlled the tape recorder often ruining tapes by rewinding and
taping over discussions. The actual group members did not affect his behavior. He was
not always silly with some kids and quiet with others. Interestingly, Cooper’s
participation in class discussions was more productive than in the small group
discussions. During one class discussion he stood and physically demonstrated what he
was trying to say mathematically. Cooper was observed “sitting on the edge of his seat”
(Session 9). He waited for an opportunity to add something to the discussion. After
giving his thoughts, Cooper would look at me. If I did not immediately respond, he would
repeat what he said often talking with his hands.
There were changes in Cooper’s attitude and level of participation that could
never be scored on a rubric. Cooper found his voice. He found that he could engage in a
conversation about mathematics and offer assistance to the group through his ideas and
explanations. The self-fulfilling prophecy that mapped out his original course began to
change as he became an active, contributing member of the group.
These students’ individual experiences illustrate how their view of mathematics
began to change. What was once a numerical procedure, only requiring computation, was
becoming an activity that required thought and strategic planning. As the students’ view
of mathematics began to change, so did their explanations and justifications.
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Brief Constructed Responses
Seven Brief Constructed Response (BCR) items were administered to students
prior to the implementation of the study and five Brief Constructed Reponses (BCR)
items were administered immediately following the seventeen sessions in which the
dialogue journaling process took place. Each of these items was scored by a colleague
familiar with the Maryland State Department of Education mathematics rubric. Based
upon the rubric scoring, scores range from 0-2 (Appendix B). The average scores of both
the Pre and Post BCR items are found in Table 1.
Changes in Scores
Pre
Post
Mitch
.2
1.6
Austin
.6
1.5
Sarah
1.6
1.6
Aaron
1.0
1.4
Cory
.7
.5
Julie
1.4
1.6
Jack
.7
1.2
Micky
.8
1.2
Carol
.8
1.4
Ricky
.4
1.2
Jimmy
1.0
1.6
Erica
1.6
1.2
Cooper
0
.2
Ella
1.2
1.6
Eddie
.6
1.6
Kristen
1.0
.8
Alexandra
1.4
1.6
Kevin
.6
1.0
Rachel
1.8
1.6
Dylan
.6
Joy
1.0
1.4
Samantha
.4
1.0
Cindy
.6
1.6
Table 1 - Brief Constructed Response Scores.
Note: Dylan was not included in the calculation of the statistics.

Growth
1.4
.9
0
.4
-.2
.2
.5
.4
.6
.8
.6
-.4
.2
.4
1.0
-.2
.2
.4
-.2
.4
.6
1.0
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The Post BCR scores improved for 70% of the students. Improvements on the
scores ranged from 0.2 points (10%) to 1.4 points (70%) with the mean improvement
being 0 .7 points (35%).
The increases in the BCR scores are a result of the explanations and justifications
that students began to write. The responses to the portion of the Post BCR items requiring
an explanation were more specific than on the initial BCR items. In addition, students
began describing the strategy they used to solve the problem. “I solved the problem by
doing a guess and check” (Erica, June 1, 2004); “I drew a picture of …” (Rachel, June 1,
2004). Students also began giving more detailed descriptions of their calculations. “I
subtracted $3.00 from .75 for the soda. Then I drew $2.25 in quarters….” (Ella, June 1,
2004), and giving reasons for the explanations. “I think you should solve the problem by
x-ing 10 x 5. Because it is 5 for a dollar and there is 10 $1.00 in ten dollars” (Alexandra,
June 2, 2004). These examples illustrate the mathematical understandings of the students.
They knew how to solve the problems and they knew why the procedures made sense.
The verbal and written discourse in the classroom contributed to the students’
ability to express their mathematical thinking in writing. Students were becoming better
at describing their thoughts, asking questions, and explaining their ideas. However, they
needed guidance during verbal and written discussions. A comparison of verbal
discussions and writing samples completed in the beginning, middle, and end of the study
illustrate differences in the students’ verbal and written dialogues. In the initial phase of
the study, discussions were held as a question and answer activity (Session 3):
Cooper -I times forty-three times fifteen and that’s my answer.
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Rachel - What did you get? Are you going per hour or per job?
Cooper - I’m going for job, per hour.
Rachel - And I’m going per hour, Kristen, what are you going for?
Kristen - Per hour.
Rachel - Mike, what are you going for?
Austin - Per hour
Rachel - Micky, what are you going for?
Micky - Per hour
Rachel - Jimmy, what are you going for?
Jimmy - Per hour
Rachel- Tell us how you got your answer. (Pause) How’d you get your answer?
(Shuffling of papers)
Austin - He got his answer by fifteen…
Jimmy (interrupting Austin) - I multiplied forty-three times fifteen and I came up
with eight fifty, eight fifty...’ eight thirty five
Rachel - Eight dollars and thirty-five cents?
Jimmy - Yeah
Rachel - Okay and you’re going for per hour? Ok, let’s listen to ourselves.
In this example, the discussion revolved around the final answer. Although at one point
Rachel asked Jimmy how he got his answer, the focus was on computation. At no point
did the students ask, “why?” or “how did you know to multiply?” This lack of
discussion was also seen in the written dialogue between students (Figure 9).
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Figure 9 – Lack of Discussion

In this example, not only were the students referring to different mathematical
procedures, but they were not aware that their ideas did not make sense. Their lack of
mathematical understandings kept them from discussing a procedure that made sense.
After eight sessions, many discussions were including an explanation of how
students solved the problem (Session 8):
Jimmy – It is May 5, Wednesday, 2004. In our group is Aaron, Ricky, Micky,
Kristen, and Eddie. Aaron will go first.
Aaron – How to solve the problem, you could add all the jobs up and all the hours
up.
Jimmy – Here’s Micky.
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Micky – You would use car wash, wash car and mow and stamps. You would
mow for four hours and wash cars for four hours and do stamps for two
hours.
Jimmy – And here is Jimmy. I would add fifteen and fifteen which is thirty and
add (pause) car (pause) alright you work the car wash for four hours.
Thirty and twenty is fifty so it’s fifty dollars. And here is Kristen.
Kristen –You add fifteen and fifteen which is thirty and add twenty equals fifty
dollars. You work four hours for the car wash and get twenty and add up
to fifty because twenty and thirty equals fifty.
Jimmy – And here is a word from Ricky.
Ricky – First thing I put was I would clean two garages, and one lawn and one car
for my three jobs. Then Micky put “not per job but per ours: and then I
wrote “wash cars for one hour, now the lawn for three hours and clean
garages for five hours.”
Jimmy – And here is a word from Eddie.
Eddie –You would add fifteen plus fifteen plus seventeen plus three which equals
fifty and it would equal three jobs.
Although none of the students questioned one another and they allowed conflicting
answers to be stated, the students were beginning to explain how they calculated their
answers. In the written dialogue entries, occurring at the same time, some students began
correcting one another and giving a reason for their ideas (Figure 10).
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Figure 10 – Discussions Begin
Due to the lack of dialogue during the discussion portion of the process, I began
to sit in on more of the discussions, encouraging students to stop and think logically. In
this next example, taken from a class discussion during Session 17, the discussion is quite
different. I was involved in the discussion and provided guidance and the opportunity for
the students to think through their ideas.
Teacher – What can you tell me by looking at the scale?
Several kids – They are even
Teacher – Okay, there is equal weight on both sides…the questions are: what is
the weight of the cylinder? What is the weight of the cube? How did you
go about answering these questions?
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Aaron - I think the cube is two because half of four is two and I thought the
cylinder is three.
Several kids - Oh
Teacher – So look at the picture –this and this are exactly the same – if we know
this is four what are these?
Arguing between students
Teacher– See if that works, we know that this is four and this is, well, we don’t
know what that is, we are guessing the cubes are two, right? So go down
here and figure it out, if you are saying the cubes are two what does this
part of the scale weigh?
Micky– Um, wait…
Jimmy – Four, five, six, this would have to be um…Eighteen.
Teacher – If this is eighteen what does this side have to equal?
Aaron – Maybe you could like change them like the first one and the on the
second one change it around…
(Mumbling)
Teacher – If this side is eighteen what does this side equal?
Several kids – Eighteen
Teacher – Okay, if this has to equal eighteen what are the cylinders?
(Mumbling then silence)
Teacher –Okay, you know the sphere is…what?
Several kids – Four
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Teacher – Okay, and the cube is what?
Several kids – Two
Teacher - Two, if it has to equal eighteen what are these two?
Several kids – Four, (mumbling then silence)
Teacher - What are you thinking Jimmy?
Jimmy – I don’t know, mumbling, um, four, two, six, oh!
Aaron– You can change them around…
Teacher – Hold on hold on let Jimmy finish… if it all has to equal eighteen and
this is six what is this? Together what does this weigh?
(Silence)
Jimmy – This is um, six plus six, (mumbling). This one looks like it’s about six
pounds.
Teacher – Will that work? Figure it out…keep going…(mumbling)
Several kids – Six
Teacher – So your sphere equals what?
Jimmy – Four, the cube is two and the cylinder would be six.
(Mumbling)
Teacher – Once you looked at what you knew to be true you needed to figure the
bottom …sometimes you can’t do the problem in sequential order…kind
of like reading you often have to read on then go back…
This example demonstrates how students, when prompted, were able to stop, think, and
then give reasonable answers. The written dialogues, occurring toward the end of the
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study, included questions which encouraged students to discuss their ideas (Figure 11). In
this example the partner disagrees and illustrates her reasoning. Her illustration
demonstrates her mathematical understanding of division and how to calculate the cost of
the fence.

Figure 11 – Discussing Ideas

Mr. Smith (the scorer), indicated that he noticed a difference in the explanations
students wrote on the Pre and Post BCR items. The Pre BCR items included the
numerical answer to the problem. The explanations the students wrote were focused on
the type of procedure they performed to get their numerical answer. For example, in
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September 2003, students were instructed to draw a figure that shows 3/8. The BCR
portion of the prompt was “Use what you know about fractions to explain why your
drawing is correct.” Students explanations included; “You would color in 3 and draw 8.
That’s what I did” (Figure 12) and “My drawing is correct because I that the dedier is
the bottom. The nemd is the top” (Figure 13). These examples demonstrate how students
seemed to have some understanding of fractions, but they were not sure how those
understandings fit together.

Figure 12 – Fraction Explanation 1

Figure 13 – Fraction Explanation 2

In the Post BCR items students included reasonable written justification for their
answers (Figure 14) giving an increase in scores from 0 out of 2 to 2 out of 2. The answer
reflected the mathematical procedures the student calculated. The procedure chosen
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demonstrated her understanding of the mathematical concepts needed to solve the
problem. In addition, Mr. Smith noted that the students began including the strategies
they used to solve the problem. Figure 15 demonstrates how the student described the
strategy she used in her explanation. The procedures used are sensible and illustrates her
mathematical understandings. By responding to the prompt with a reasonable explanation
students earned a higher score.

Figure 14 – Sensible Explanation 1

Figure 15 – Sensible Explanation 2

Summary of Trip
Each student entered the classroom with preconceived notions of what it means to
do mathematics; mathematics was computation and nonverbal. The dialogue journaling
process changed this view to mathematics as strategic and sensible. It also changed my
perception of what it means to teach mathematics. Teaching mathematics was not telling
but was listening. Through listening to oral discussions and reading written dialogues I
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was able to gain insight into the students’ mathematical understandings. Consequently,
the activities chosen and the questions asked assisted students in developing deeper
conceptual understandings of mathematics as well as changing their views from
mathematics as computation and nonverbal to math as strategic and sensible.
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Chapter 5
Reflecting on the Journey

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
-T.S. Eliot (p. 145)
Prior to embarking on this journey, the path I was traveling with my class was not
leading to mathematical conceptual understanding. We needed to take a detour off this
old familiar path, and travel a new path. This new path needed to provide the opportunity
for my students to express mathematical thoughts in verbal and written form. To travel
this new path, we needed a vehicle that would encourage mathematical thinking and
provide the opportunity for discourse. As their teacher, I needed a vehicle to help me
understand their mathematical thinking. Through a review of the literature, I became
familiar with a form of conversational writing known as dialogue journaling (Perry,
2001; McGrath, 1992; Gaustad & Messenheimer-Young, 1991; Bode, 1989). This
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process was of interest because it served as a means for students to begin thinking about
mathematical problems. In addition, the dialogue journaling process provided the
opportunity for students to document their thoughts and questions, and participate in
small group discussions. Dialogue journaling was the vehicle we used as we traveled
down this new path, searching for mathematical understandings and the ability to explain
those understandings. The questions which guided this study were:
1. What is the effect of dialogue journals and oral discussion on students’
mathematical writing?
2. How are students’ mathematical understandings reflected in their written and
oral discussions?
The increase in the Post BCR scores suggests that the dialogue journals and oral
discussions benefited the students’ ability to write mathematically. The quality of the
answers given by the students who had an increase in their scores was consistently better.
Their responses contained mathematical justifications and, when requested, an
explanation of the strategy used to solve the problem. The specific mathematical content
making up the problem did not alter the quality of their response. The dialogue journaling
process gave students the opportunity to unpack their thinking. They had to think about
what they were being asked, how they could solve the problem, and their reasons for
choosing that method. They practiced verbally defending their answers which assisted
when writing justifications.
The written journal responses as well as the transcriptions of audio recordings
provided insight into students’ mathematical understandings. It was often difficult for
students to find the words to express what they were thinking, both in writing and orally.
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They were used to giving a numerical answer, not to expressing their mathematical
thoughts. Misconceptions about mathematical procedures were evident as students
struggled to write how they were going to solve a problem (Figure 16). Kristen did not
know when to use mathematical procedures, and therefore did not truly understand the
concepts. The fact that many students were unable or unwilling to discuss how they
solved a problem demonstrated their lack of conceptual understanding or perhaps their
lack of confidence in their understanding.

Figure 16 – Mathematical Misconceptions
Encountering Roadblocks
As we embarked on our journey we encountered several roadblocks. These
roadblocks kept students from reaching a deeper understanding of mathematics. Initially,
to many of my students, math was simply computing. When presented with a problem,
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they impulsively chose a procedure to calculate their answer. Unable to provide a logical
explanation to support their choice, they could not reason or provide mathematical
justifications. Students are taught to perform mathematics. They learn the rules for
computation, and they learn to add, subtract, multiply, and divide. Traditionally, students
are not encouraged to question the reasoning behind a procedure. When they do ask
“why?” the response is often, “because that is the rule.” They traditionally do not learn
to connect concepts and are not typically required to justify their answer mathematically.
To these students, the important part of math has always been the final answer. The
thinking that led to the answer was not discussed and is reflected in their inability to write
explanations on the BCR items.
This perception of mathematics is a direct result of instruction. Mathematics is
what we, as teachers, make it. If we focus primarily on computation, then computation
is what becomes important. While the ability to compute is certainly a necessary skill,
the reason for computing should also be a priority. Students would often guess at the
procedure they should follow, and they seemed to believe that if you guessed wrong,
someone would tell you what procedure to perform. When a classmate suggested an
alternative procedure for solving a problem, many of my students complied. This
compliance occurred even if the alternate procedure was not followed with a logical
mathematical reason. They were content to follow someone they perceived as having
more authority (Amit & Fried, 2002). The students rarely questioned their classmates’
suggestions. These students assumed that if a classmate suggested a different
procedure, that classmate must know what he was talking about.
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To many students, math was a silent activity. Because they believed that all you
needed was a numerical answer, discussions were held in a round-robin fashion.
Typically, students took their turn reading exactly what was written on their paper.
Students did not question, ask for clarification, or disagree with their classmates. I
wondered if the students’ did not understand the concepts well enough to discuss them.
Could it have been that connections between concepts were not being made? Was there
no appropriate schema to hook the concepts too? Were they having difficulty discussing
mathematics because they were unfamiliar with how to use language in mathematics?
Was the difficulty the result of inexperience? As I reviewed the data and reflected on the
experience, I concluded that the stilted discussions were a result of both lack of
conceptual understanding and lack of appropriate mathematical language. Students did
not truly understand many of the concepts and they were unfamiliar with using language
in mathematics.
Benefits of the Process
Watching students work through the process benefited me, their teacher. I was
able to get to know the students mathematically and plan for appropriate instructional
assistance. I watched as they struggled with a problem and discovered their own best way
of solving it. I found that students were not thinking through the problems. They had no
plan for solving the problem and jumped directly into computing. As I began asking the
question, “How do you think the problem should be solved?” students began developing
a plan for solving the problem. Math was becoming strategic. While this question
required students to think about the procedure they would utilize, it was not enough.
Students responded to their partner’s response by answering the question, “Will the
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strategy described work? Why or why not?” This question gave students permission to
disagree with their partners. They were able to state their opinions and give reasons.
Many of the students were unable to constructively participate in a mathematical verbal
discussion. Teacher participation in the discussions was needed to model questioning, to
think aloud, and to encourage students to provide reasons for their answers. For many of
my students, math was becoming sensible.
Study Limitations
There are a number of limitations which arise from the results of this study. With
only 23 students participating, it is difficult to make generalizations. In addition, all 23
students were in the same classroom under the direction of the researcher, who served as
their teacher. Replication in several classrooms involving more students with different
teachers would add validity to these results. This study occurred over a period of six
weeks and involved 17 sessions. This time limitation may have restricted the
mathematical growth in students. Future research should engage students in the dialogue
journaling process for longer periods of time. Another limitation is that there was only
one scorer for the Brief Constructed Response items. Individual biases and expectations
may have impacted the scores on both the Pre and Post Brief Constructed Response
items. Previous mathematics instruction may have affected the results. Research
examining the instructional style of mathematics teachers and the effect the instruction
has on students’ ability to discuss and write in mathematics would benefit the field.
Instructional Considerations
With the pressures of high stakes testing and the call for changes in mathematics
instruction, it has become necessary for all of us to examine what and how we are
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teaching. For students to leave school with clear mathematical understandings, we need
to be sure a strong foundation has been laid and that students are active in their
mathematical learning. The difficulty these students had discussing mathematics reflected
a lack of understanding of the concepts and limited experience with defending their ideas.
It is difficult to ask a 10 year old to discuss and write about her thinking when she has not
been given ample opportunities to practice.
Mathematical discussions should be held daily in all mathematics classrooms.
Students’ opinions should be verbalized and mathematically defended. This requires that
teachers create an environment that is safe and supports risk taking. Teachers need to
allow students time to think, share, reflect, and refine their answers. The format for
discussions should include paired discussions, small group discussions, and whole class
discussions. It is difficult for students to write what they can not verbally put into words.
Therefore, it is important to begin by building a foundation utilizing oral language as a
means to communicate mathematically, followed by putting thoughts in writing. This
foundation needs to be constructed in the early years of mathematics instruction.
Dialogue journaling supports this process. It provides a means for students to
acknowledge their understandings, or lack of understandings, and ask questions.
To facilitate the process, teachers should begin asking students “why” more often
and early in students’ school career. Students need opportunities to wrestle with concepts
and discuss their thinking. They should have experiences writing out their ideas and using
mathematics vocabulary in both written and oral dialogues. Future studies are needed that
focus on engaging young students in oral discussions and on appropriate questioning
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techniques for various age groups and cognitive abilities. Activities that invite and
engage young students in building a mathematical foundation should be explored.
Implications for Professional Development of Teachers
Before expecting students to view mathematics differently, we need to examine
our knowledge of mathematics and our pedagogy. When asking teachers to change their
instruction, we are often asking them to “give up” what is comfortable. Consequently,
when a new instructional strategy does not quickly produce the expected results, teachers
frequently revert back to the methods of instruction that are most comfortable to them.
Therefore, many professional development programs fall short of creating a lasting
change in the way teachers approach the teaching of mathematics.
Professional development activities need to consist of the same types of activities
we are asking students to perform as well as provide time for reflection. Consideration
needs to be given to the facilitator’s background and the structure of the sessions. The
facilitator should have a sound understanding of mathematics as well as experience with
teaching students in the style being proposed. When discussing mathematical concepts,
connections should be made as to hoe the concepts being taught in the elementary school
lead to higher level mathematics as well as the importance of sequencing the activities to
this end. With this destination in mind, teachers can connect and understand how their
instruction in first or second grade builds the mathematical foundation necessary for
higher level mathematics.
In addition to content knowledge, the facilitator should have experience teaching
students utilizing the techniques being proposed. Real life vignettes of students’
mathematical activity provide participants with connections to their own experiences.
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Coupled with student examples, teacher participants should be given the opportunity to
experience parallel activities. These activities should include asking the same type of
questions we are asking students. Participants should be expected to explain their
thinking, justify their answers, and connect their knowledge.
Since many elementary teachers are comfortable with their reading instruction,
connections between mathematics instruction and reading instruction is vital. The
similarity between what is being asked for in the mathematics classroom and current
reading practices need to be explored. In reading we ask students to discuss and write
about what they have read, we ask students to access prior knowledge and make
connections, and we ask them to justify and support their answers. As seen in this study,
these same techniques positively impact students’ approach to mathematics.
Professional development opportunities are needed to support teachers as they
work toward changing students’ perception of mathematics and strengthening conceptual
understandings. These opportunities should focus on the understanding and development
of sequential activities that build upon foundations previously laid. Teachers need to
experience the activities that cause them to make connections and require them to justify
their thinking mathematically. It is through these types of activities that teachers will
strengthen their own mathematical understandings and become comfortable with this type
of instruction.
Personal Reflection
Through this experience, my personal opinions regarding mathematics and
teaching have been altered. I watched my students struggle with concepts and ideas I
previously assumed they understood. I now realize that I was doing most of the thinking
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for my students. I provided them with such structured activities and support that I took
away any opportunity for them to wrestle with the material and understand the concepts. I
have had to admit that I am not helping when I provide so much assistance that my
students do not need to think. I realize that while I need to provide structure I also need
flexibility in the activities to actively engage my students. They need to be doing more of
the talking. I need to be quiet and listen.
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Appendix A
Brief Constructed Response Item

Jennifer needs to put up a fence around her backyard. Her backyard is shown below.

Step A
Classify the shape of Jennifer’s backyard.

________________________________________________________________________

Step B
Use what you know about quadrilaterals to explain how you classified the shape of
Jennifer’s backyard. Use words, numbers, and/or symbols in your explanation.
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Appendix B
Brief Constructed Response Rubric

2

The response demonstrated a complete understanding and analysis of a
problem.
*Application of a reasonable strategy in the context of the problem is
indicated.
*Explanation of and/or justification for the mathematical process(es) used to
solve a problem is clear, developed, and logical.
*Connections and/or extensions made within mathematics or outside
mathematics are clear.
*Supportive information and/or numbers are provided as appropriate.

1

The response demonstrated a minimal understanding and analysis of a
problem.
*Partial application of a reasonable strategy in the context of the problem is
indicated.
*Explanation of and/or justification for the mathematical process(es) used to
solve a problem is partially developed, logically flawed, or missing.
*Connections and/or extensions made within mathematics or outside
mathematics are partial or overly general, or flawed.
*Supportive information and/or numbers may or may not be provided as
appropriate.

0

The response is completely incorrect, irrelevant to the problem, or missing.

Notes:
Explanation refers to students’ ability to communicate how they arrived at the solution
for an item using the language of mathematics.
Justification refers to students’ ability to support the reasoning used to solve the
problem, or to demonstrate why the solution is correct using mathematical concepts and
principles.
Students need to complete rubric criteria for explanation, justification, connections and/or
extension as cued in a given problem.
An exact copy or paraphrase of the problem that provides no new relevant information
will receive a score of “0”.
Source: Maryland State Department of Education
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Appendix C
Recording Sheet
Date: __________________________________
Topic: _________________________________

Observations

Immediate Reflection of Lesson

Impressions

Analysis of Observations
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Fleshing-Out Notes
Date: _________________
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Appendix D
Dialogue Journaling Activities
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Appendix E
Pre-Brief Constructed Response Items
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Appendix F
Post Brief Constructed Response Items
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